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Summary
Criminology is the scientific study of the nature, extent, causes, and control of criminal behavior.
Two theories -- deterrence and labeling -- are widely used by criminologists to explain the influence of
criminal law on behavior. Public health law researchers investigating the effects of regulations and
sanctions on health behavior can draw on these theories and the research methods and tools
criminologists have devised to test them.


Deterrence posits that the choice to act out criminally is a product of the rational assessment
of the anticipated rewards of criminality versus the potential costs imposed by law.
Manipulating this calculation (through punishment and the perceived likelihood of detection)
is the underlying basis of deterrence.
Labeling theory explains crime and criminal law as products of a social process of meaning
making. Certain behaviors, not necessarily intrinsically harmful, are labeled as “crimes,” and
those who commit them as “deviants.” Labeling theory explains how these labels emerge
and how people’s identities and behaviors are influenced by them.



The two theories can be integrated to explain how ideas about crime, fears of punishment
and expectations of detection work in relation to each other to shape individual and
organizational behavior in response to law.

Combining design elements produces the strongest possible evidence on whether a law caused the
hypothesized effect and magnitude of that effect. Well-designed studies of public health laws in
natural real-world settings facilitate diffusion of effective regulatory strategies, producing significant
reductions in population burdens of disease, injury and death.
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Introduction
Criminology is the scientific study of the nature, extent, causes, and control of criminal behavior.
Criminal law and public health overlap in a number of important ways. Crime causes both physical
and psychological harm to victims. Violent crimes – murder, rape, assault – cause millions of deaths
and injuries every year (Burris, 2006). Criminal laws and their enforcement can cause unintended
harm, as exemplified by the negative impact of drug control measures on HIV risks for injection
drug users (Burris et al., 2004; Davis, Burris, Kraut-Becher, Lynch, & Metzger, 2005). Criminal law is
one of the most important regulatory tools used in public health to discourage unsafe behavior, such
as driving while intoxicated.
Criminology as a field of research also has important connections to public health science.
Epidemiology and criminology overlap both in methods and substantive scope in the effort to
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gone so far as to propose a framework of “epidemiological criminology” to link the fields (Akers &
Lanier, 2009). For students and practitioners of PHLR, criminology offers theoretical models and
research tools for understanding how all regulatory rules – criminal, administrative and civil -influence behavior. This chapter focuses on two key theories – deterrence and labeling – that can be
used in public health law research (PHLR) to improve rigor and explanatory power. The chapter
begins with a detailed description of these two key theoretical approaches. This is followed by a
presentation of PHLR causal diagrams based on deterrence and labeling perspectives, as well as a
model that integrates both. The discussion includes examples of ways to empirically examine these
concepts. We close by pointing to broader applications of these models.

Theory in Criminology
Theoretical Roots of Deterrence
The possibility of an empirical criminology was created by the emergence of two intellectual forces –
naturalism and rationalism – both of which are associated with the historic period of the 17th century
commonly referred to as “The Enlightenment.” Both of these strands are essential in understanding
the foundation of the explicit and implicit theoretical dynamics of deterrence within contemporary
criminology.
Prior to The Enlightenment any set of ideas that might be called a “proto-criminology”
would exclusively be identified with mystical views of the nature of causation in the physical world
and supernatural causation of human behavior. In regards to overt, specific and recognizable deviant
and criminal behavior, the sources of these were regarded as Satanic – either primarily mediated

set of actors. These actors were mediators of supernatural forces and brought these forces into the
persona by some form of act – for example, induced through sorcery, witchcraft, or the like.
Furthermore, there existed for more than a millennium an official Christian doctrine
regarding innate and universal human characteristics that were criminogenic. Mystical Christian
views imbued humankind with an “inclination towards evil” in an anticipation of the Hobbesian
view which suggested that evil, criminal, or deviant behavior itself ought not to be viewed as
aberrant but was rather the natural expression of human nature as formed by the Deity. Thus,
conformity to societal norms expressing “good” behavior was something which needed to be
compelled – largely by a combination of self-discipline and internalization of norms, coupled with
threats of supernatural punishment – in effect, a deterrence theory.
The Enlightenment began replacing these views in a gradual fashion, selectively negating
many of the underlying assumptions of medieval supernaturalism. Perhaps with the exception of
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Beccaria (1764), it did so moving on a slow pace of displacement rather than revolutionary
transformation. Among the foundations of this change were the arguments that causation of events
was the result of a logical order to the world – once the underlying logical mechanism was known to
the perceiver, the dynamics of events were generally not random and were comprehensible within a
naturalistic paradigm. From this circumstance two critical ideas became established in
comprehending the meaning of crime. First, human conduct obeyed a logic of cause and effect;
Second, this sequence of causation was embodied within a natural as opposed to supernatural view
of the world. The correct and consistent perception of this logic is the basis of rationality and
consequently predictability in nature. Implicitly (but not explicitly) supernatural factors are
dismissed, or saved as some ultimate or ontological principle.
When the rationality of this view was extended to human behavior, two behavioral elements
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the criminal actor – that they were not acting under the influence of a force alien to them (such as
possession by a spirit) and that there was logic to the choices they made. This logic was identified by
Bentham (1789) as a “hedonistic calculus”, an element built into the very nature of human beings.
The choice to act out criminally was a product of the rational summing of the co-existing elements
of pleasure and pain, the anticipated rewards of the criminality combined with the potential risk of
apprehension.
Influenced by this conceptualization of “human nature”, criminological ideas (still reflected
in current deterrence theory) used this logic of motivation as the basis of human action in a
completely naturalistic paradigm. Indeed, the history of all criminology can be seen as a movement
from supernatural and mystical explanations toward naturalistic and secular conceptions of human
conduct. This was neither sudden nor abrupt – indeed, it is still linked in the form of conceptions of
the morality of law in contrast to purely behavioral law. However, causation outside of a naturalistic

paradigm is no longer a part of the actual legal sphere.

Legal Deterrence. Two fundamental ideas are linked together in the concept which undergirds
legal deterrence. These are the hedonism of Hobbes and the utilitarianism of Bentham. These two
ideas created and allowed for a purely naturalistic setting in which the behavior of humans can be
reduced to two governing principles – one active, and one passive, one micro-oriented, one macrooriented. The Benthamite principle of utilitarianism focuses on the logic of the individual actor and
uses this as the foundation of criminal behavior. Any subsequently observed large-scale social effects
emerged from these individual properties. Characterizations of the large order consistent with this
view are best expressed by Hobbes, who saw the emergence of civil society as itself an extension of
the principle of rationality – a rational agreement in the form of a contract designed to shape and

be the defining characteristic of social life without constraints.
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Utility. Benthamite utility is a mechanism which explains individual conduct as a rational choice
that is the net outcome of an assessment of pain and pleasure. Its role in modern criminology is
incorporated in behavioral psychological mechanics as applied to criminal conduct and the
imagination and prospective thinking of the criminal actor. Manipulating this utility (via a
punishment or pleasure schedule or structure) is the underlying basis of deterrence. It is complicated
by a variety of nuances around Bentham’s ground-state mechanism of a hedonistic calculus. Among
these are a series of elaborations which include differentials in perception of what is pleasurable and
what is painful, how the temporal ordering of experiences of pleasure and pain influence behavior
(such as lag), and the complexity of phenomenon which contain simultaneous elements of both
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Conflict. The Hobbesian belief in the fundamentally anarchic and self-serving orientation of the
human psyche can be coupled with the Benthamite hedonistic calculus. It is the fusion of these two
views which completes the intellectual foundation of deterrence. Utility shapes the individual
behavioral dynamic and Hobbesian control shapes the social policy component.
The Hobbesian view of the “natural state” of human life is grim. Hobbes’ most noted
observation comes from his work Leviathan and its most famed paraphrase, the “war of all against
all.” The motive of survival and the pursuit, therefore, of self-interest and self-advancement,
determines the dynamic of human conduct. In criminology, this is most often colloquially expressed
by the statement that it is not criminal behavior which begs an explanation, but rather non-criminal
behavior which is enigmatic. Indeed, Hobbesian views are comfortable with this quip. Conformity
to the law is extracted through the threat of punishment. Absent that, one would fully expect an
anarchic “war of all against all” as the natural product of human nature. The law serves as a

protective buffer or insulator against the natural enmity that one human most likely will feel towards
others. It is only through a filter of self-utility that relationships exist in the state of nature. Other
forms of human conduct are compelled by the law, and rely on Bentham’s calculus to extract
conformity. The law shifts the assessment of pleasure and pain from a variety of interactions
sufficiently into the “pain” category and thus extracts obedience and conformity in ways that would
be absent in natural settings.
In law, the utilization of deterrence as a social management strategy is based on the ideal of a
functional consequence arising out of the act of punishment. It is therefore distinguished from
retribution – which sees the pain of punishment as an end in and of itself – and incapacitation in that
deterrence is anticipatory and forward-looking while incapacitation is reactive. Deterrence arises out
of the pain of punishment inflicted by law, and is generally considered to have two objectives, the

targeting and are typically assessed using different units of analysis. Specific deterrence focuses on
the individual actor, while general deterrence focuses on the aggregate. An evaluation of the
deterrent effect of a particular punishment (or the threat of a punishment) on an individual would
measure the reduction in offending by that person. A general deterrent effect would be observed as
a drop in the crime rate over the aggregate of individuals who are under the domain of that
particular law.
Since deterrence is “forward-looking” and seeks to prevent criminal behavior, it intrinsically
involves the notion of risk. A person can only be deterred from a crime by a complex consideration
of the relative risks and rewards of a particular crime. Thus, deterrence is always imperfect, since it
involves prediction of an outcome that cannot be known with certainty. Additionally, it is clearly the
perception of risk that is critical in forming intent to commit a crime or desist from criminal
behavior. If one assumes that the perceptive mechanisms are functioning appropriately (that there is
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shared social perceptions of risks and rewards), then the evaluation of risk is based on a calculation
involving several elements or variables. These are variations on the context variables identified by
Bentham as the basis for the assessment of pleasure or pain. Within criminology the most important
of these are certainty (the degree to which the person believes the authorities will detect and respond
to the act) and celerity or propinquity (that the time between the act and the response will be short,
therefore little time will be had to enjoy the reward of the behavior or avoid punishment). The
severity of punishments were to be meted out in relation to the pleasures or social harms associated
with the crime – the measure of punishment being defined by the amount of pain necessary to
negate the pleasure gain from the criminal act. The principle of equity is also at play in that the
punishment is determined by the nature of the act and not the nature of the actor. The social status
of the person does not play a role in determining the nature of the punishment, but solely the nature
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These fundamental properties of deterrence are largely identified with the Classical School in
Criminology (Bentham and Beccaria) which in Beccarias’s work “On Crimes and Punishment” were
summarized as the cornerstone of an equitable and effective criminal justice system. Tied to a belief
in the fundamental rationality of humankind, this model would, in almost all cases, expect that a
rational offender will be deterred from criminality because it would always engender a higher cost
than gain. This deterrent effect would operate directly on the individual (specific) as well by
exemplar on the society as a whole (general). Only the irrational, viewed effectively as “insane”,
would be exempt from this governor of behavior. Careful calibration of crimes and pleasures would
deter all others.

Theoretical Roots of Labeling
Labeling, as the term is used in criminology, is a theoretical paradigm that is a complex
amalgamation of philosophical, sociological, and psychological dimensions primarily concerned with
the organization and influences of perception on action (Lemert, 1951, 1967). It considers how
meaning is attached to perception, and how a series of perceptions and their associated meaning is
organized into a coherent set of abstract forms and expectations that then constitute or influence the
basis of human social and psychological activity. Labeling is primarily concerned with the negative
consequences which come from classifying - via language - human actors as “criminals”, “deviants”,
or similar pejoratives and how these labels then shape the person’s future behavior. It incorporates
elements of symbolic interactionism – how social exchange itself forms realities and identities in the
spirit of Mead’s (1934) Mind, Self, and Society – and power theory.

of specific labels have varying consequences to the extent that institutions of power are the creators
of the labels. In effect, not all labelers can create equivalent consequences for the labeled. The
reification of a criminal identity, for example, has greater consequences to the extent an institution
of power, such as the criminal justice system, is the creator of a label, as compared to a neighbor or
casual acquaintance. Thus labeling’s criminological ideas come from phenomenology, and much of
its language is found particularly in interactionist perspectives within sociology. It also has
applications in various conflict and power theories.
Labeling as it applies to criminology is best thought of as a perspective which is infused into
a variety of criminological theories. In its most radical form it can be seen as essentially a postmodernist perspective which largely rejects what has often been called the “received view” that an
empirical and objective reality can be ascertained and described without regard to the orientation of
the perceiver. Post-modern and associated labeling theories generally do recognize that some
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components of the physical world are imposed or “objective” (and cannot be modified by
perception). However, the meaning attached to these empirical experiences is not contained within
the experiences themselves, but rather in the interpretation of those experiences. While objective
conditions may be recognized as existing, notably in the physical world, the meaning of these
objective conditions arises from its perception, context, and other interpretative dynamics. Since a
great deal of human life occurs within social and psychological contexts, the phenomenological
aspects of labeling cannot be dismissed as sophistry, which some critics have done.
It is also important to mention that labeling is distinct from, yet similar to, the rational
choice perspective. Essentially, labeling theory adds a layer of complexity to the rational choice
perspective by focusing on how individuals respond to and internalize identities that are applied to
them by others. This response can often be counterproductive, or in other words, law and social
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thinkers would theorize. More specifically, labeling in criminology typically combines both power
perspectives and phenomenological perspectives, and can be seen as in some sense a tautological
dynamic system. In some ways both of these perspectives can be integrated, but at times the
different emphasis (alternately on power or on phenomenon) can create very distinct and opposed
ideas of the nature of crime.

Power Perspective. The power perspective, as it involves criminological labeling, adds the
dimension of consequence. If one accepts that perceptions themselves lack intrinsic meanings (and
meaning comes from the integration of these perspectives into a coherent “narrative” of the world)
the power perspective notes that not all constructed narratives carry the same consequences. Some
come to have more power than others and are thus deterministic of what constitutes reality. Power

theory added to labeling focuses on how any activity is organized and then infused with meaning
which has a consequence for all members of a society.
Thus it can be said that no act is intrinsically criminal. Criminal acts come to be labeled as
such because of the context in which they occur, and the meaning is associated with the activity and
its context. Those who control this process of contextualization are the determiners of what is
criminal. Meaning is constructed and then imbued into activity, but not all meanings have the same
weight, consequences, or validity. For example, homicide – an objective act - may be criminal (in a
robbery attempt) or may be honored (in warfare). This is a relativist theory of moral or criminal
conduct which is malleable and for which the concept of absolute evil is greatly reduced if not
entirely absent.

Phenomenology as a philosophy is concerned with the nature of consciousness, how the experience
of the conscious is organized, and how meaning is derived from or arises from the experiences of
perception and sensation. Phenomenology is itself not an entirely unified philosophical perspective.
The basic ideas on phenomenology as applied to social experience are associated with a nominalist
view of the social world. This influence, the shaping of reality of perception and organizing acts of
perception into a coherent system, lead to constructionist ideas of social reality.
The phenomenological approach to labeling, that is also relatively well-established, is in
social constructionist ideas of crime on the aggregate level. The aggregate level of social construction
focuses on the reification of social institutions and the concept of order and meaning that are
gleaned through socialization. For criminological purposes, for example, the concept of a “criminal
justice system” is a reified social institution – in effect, a separate reality. It is passed on
generationally; it consists of an aggregation of individuals, physical structures, it is spoken of as an
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objectified entity, and so on. This dynamic can be extended to both individuals as well as
aggregations; in criminology this has been vigorously applied to sub-cultural groups. This is
especially of interest in criminology, since much of criminality is analyzed in reference to the power
of organized criminality and the developmental influences that crime-prone organizations have on
developing criminal definitions within the individual. Indeed, one of the most practical implications
of labeling theory is the degree to which identity can coalesce around criminal group life. Ultimately,
the labeling perspective in criminology can be summarized as a theoretical framework for explaining
crime and criminal law and the notion of the label “criminals” itself as a direct result of social
construction. Furthermore, those individuals who create these labels can be in positions of power
and those that are labeled can respond to this negative labeling process by developing and
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Theory for Public Health Law Research
Recognizing that there is a considerable amount of geographical variability and complexity in how
laws and legal practices affect populations, it is not possible to develop a “one-size-fits all”
schematic design. Nevertheless, it is possible to categorize and depict two logic models (one model
from a deterrence theory framework and one model from a labeling theory framework) where there
is some degree of communality in the process of how laws and legal practices affect populationbased public health outcomes. These two theoretically distinct yet complementary logic models are
described below (Figure 1 and Figure 2) where the independent variables on the left hand side of the
logic models can generally be considered as laws and/or actions of legal agents and the dependent
variables on the right hand side of the logic model can be any of a number of population-based
public health outcomes. However, the relationships between laws and legal practices and
population-based public health outcomes are not necessarily this direct or parsimonious. Rather, a

series of key mediators play a role in how this relationship occurs. Following a description of these
two logic models, a theoretically-integrated PHLR logic model meshing deterrence and labeling
theories is also presented.

Deterrence Theory Causal Diagram
The first path of the deterrence-based logic model (path A in Figure 1) is the laws and legal practices
that are enacted or occur through some degree of assumed rational choice, some level of
responsibility for behavior rests within the criminal actor. Furthermore, this rational choice
assumption guided by an individual’s utilitarian assessment of pain and pleasure forms the basis of
legal deterrence (path B). Paths C and C’ represent the two distinct forms that deterrence-based laws
and legal practices can take, either as general deterrence laws or specific deterrence laws.

legal practices operate and focus on two different units of analysis, general deterrence-based laws
and legal practices target an aggregate level unit of analysis such as effects of speed limit signs,
whereas specific deterrence-based laws and legal practices as the name implies target specific
individuals as the unit of analysis such as effects of electronic monitoring devices.
Paths E and E’ and F and F’ represent the key mediators in the causal chain between
deterrence-based laws and legal practices and population-based public health outcomes. Specifically,
Paths E and E’ signify that both direct and indirect forms of exposure to deterrence-relevant
processes can ultimately have an effect on behavior, and it is possible that these two forms of
deterrence-based laws and legal processes (aggregate and individual-level) can operate simultaneously
(Stafford & Warr, 1993) and be considered as a feedback loop. That is, direct personal experience of
being pulled over by the police or arrested affects that person. In addition, the direct experience of
particular individuals affects others when they witness the experiences of others, or hear about
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enforcement or punishment actions through other secondary or tertiary communication channels
such as the media. Finally, just as deterrence effects on individuals can shape social diffusion to the
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Figure 1. Deterrence theory.

Although paths E and E’ are categorized as important mediators in the relationship between
deterrence-based laws and legal practices and population-based public health outcomes, their roles
are affected by the variability in the core deterrence-based theoretical components of certainty, celerity,
severity, and equity. Specifically, the degree to which an individual or society believes (1) legal
authorities will detect and respond to the crime (certainty), (2) time between the crime and the nonpleasurable punishing response will be short (celerity), (3) punishment for harm associated with the
crime outweighs the pleasure involved in the commission of the crime (severity), and (4) punishment
is determined by the nature of the act, not the nature of the actor (equity), all affect behavior (path

G). It is important to mention that the notion of equity may also be conceived as a moral principle
guiding the operations of punishment rather than deterrence.
The relative strength of effect each of these four components of certainty, celerity, severity
and equity has on deterrence is not fully known. Moreover, exactly how the four components
interact to synergistically increase or diminish effects is not clear. Laws such as the death penalty lack
celerity but is viewed as having the ultimate degree of severity (that is, death) and is presumed to
influence an individual’s decision to commit homicide and deter homicides in the aggregate among
members of the general population. Nevertheless, the subject of the death penalty remains
controversial among researchers and policymakers, particularly concerning its relative ineffectiveness
as a mechanism for realizing deterrence without preventing a deleterious brutalization effect. In
summary, deterrence-based laws and legal practices ultimately affect population-based public health

individual and aggregate levels of analysis.

Labeling Theory Causal Diagram
The first path of the labeling-based logic model (Path A in Figure 2) indicates laws and legal
practices proscribe labels for criminal actors. For example, the word ‘delinquent’ or ‘criminal’ is a
label that distinguishes the actor from ‘non-delinquents’ or ‘non-criminals,’ with the former involved
in delinquent or criminal behavior and the latter involved in conforming behavior. Path B and B’
represent two complementary but distinct labeling paradigms through which laws and legal practices
can operate. In the power paradigm, the effect of the label is influenced by the consequence
associated with the activity on which the label is applied. Labels emerging from laws and legal
practices often differentially target groups with the least amount of power in society. For example,
vagrancy is labeled a crime because the actors are predominantly poor and transient individuals with
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little to no power in comparison to those who are actively involved in the law-making. In contrast,
path B’, from the phenomenological paradigm, focuses on the reification of social institutions. Social
institutions are created as a result of laws and legal practices that apply labels to different forms of
behavior. For instance, specialized gang police units have been formed because the label “gang” has
been applied to individuals who are involved in a variety of “socially unacceptable” behaviors such
as graffiti and violence and do so in a group context with an organizational structure.
LABELING
MODEL
B

C

Power/Control
Paradigm

Individual
Psychological
Label

D

A

Law

E

Societal Reaction
to Deviant
Subcultures

Labeling

F

Behavior

Population Health
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Mediators

Figure 2. Labeling theory.

Labeling can affect an individual’s self-concept or identity (path C). This process has been
succinctly characterized by American sociologist W.I. Thomas as a “situation defined as real is real in
its consequences.” The label applied from the external source becomes incorporated into one’s selfidentity. Thus, the label becomes a self-fulfilling process. For example, an individual has been
labeled a deviant because they frequently gamble; therefore, they internalize this label and continue
to gamble because they have been labeled a deviant. Labeling also operates in the aggregate (path

C’). For instance, a juvenile spending a great deal of time hanging out with their peers in an
unsupervised capacity has been socially constructed as deviant in the sense that unstructured
socializing is assumed to be a direct correlate for criminal behavior. Therefore, this behavior which
has been socially constructed as deviant behavior has an effect on group behavior in the aggregate.
Although effects of labeling have been described separately for the individual and aggregate
levels, it is important to acknowledge a possible feedback loop between societal reaction to deviant
sub-cultures (path D’) and individual psychological labels (Path D). For example, socially
constructed labels can also possess power – sometimes great power. The expression of this is
described in criminology as “societal reaction” – the label attached to persons, events, or institutions
evokes specific responses from a general audience of observers. These observers then proceed to
organize their beliefs and behaviors toward the labeled object in accordance with accepted and

comforting depending on a series of visible signs that are present to an observer. This is the process
of labeling as a reactive state. Taken together, the mediating mechanisms within a recursive process
attenuate the relationship between labeling that results from laws and legal practices and behavior
(path E), and, ultimately, population health (path F).

Integrating Labeling and Deterrence Theory
While deterrence- and labeling-based theories of legal effects can be considered separately, and are
often at times diametrically in opposition to one another, there is room for some logical and
conceptual integration. First, in a theoretically integrated model, the left hand side of the logic model
remains unchanged from the deterrence model. Specifically, path A (Figure 3) represents the link
between laws and legal practices and deterrence (path B) via rational choice assumptions. The next
phase of the causal diagram presenting the key mediators disaggregates deterrence into its individual-
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level form aimed at achieving specific deterrence (path C) and its aggregate-level form where the
intention is general deterrence (path C’). Acknowledging the possible varying levels of influence and
application of the recursive components of deterrence theory exhibited in paths D and D’ (certainty,
celerity, severity, and equity), the next key mediating mechanism is drawn from the labeling
perspective. Similar to the deterrence perspective, these mechanisms can operate at the individual
psychological level or the aggregate sociological level (path E). Therefore, this integrated logic model
is conditioned on the primacy of deterrence in laws and legal practices, yet this causal chain also
permits the meditational effects of both deterrence and labeling concepts in ultimately affecting
behavior (path F) and population public health outcomes (path G).
Additionally, keep in mind these effects are not necessarily always operating in a pure linear
fashion. Perhaps the synergistic relationship between deterrence and labeling could be conceptually
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considered in relation to what regulatory researchers call the enforcement pyramid (Ayers &
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Braithwaite, 1995). At the base are well-intentioned actors who are attempting to obey the law
because they accept that as the right thing to do. Above them is a smaller group of “rational actors”
who will obey because they calculate that the benefits of disobedience are lower than the costs of
law-breaking. At the top of the pyramid are a small group of bad actors who, for reasons of their
own, are determined not to obey the law. These distinct types of actors require different regulatory
strategies, and the key to regulatory efficiency is to apply the correct strategy.
Actors disposed to obey the law require the least regulatory energy. The main thing is to
make sure they know the correct course of action. Labeling, which tells them what activities are
proscribed, may be enough in most cases to secure compliance. Rational actors, deterrence tells us,
may need to be reminded that detection and punishment are available. When actors in the lower
levels of the pyramid do break the rules, regulators can initially use relatively lighter sanctions –
warnings, shaming, civil penalties – on the assumption that labeling or deterrence will be sufficient

to get actors back on the right track. If these base-of-the-pyramid strategies are not effective, then
regulators can move up the pyramid to enforce more punitive strategies (license revocations, fines,
etc.) with the ultimate and most severe deterrence strategy being at the peak of the pyramid
(imprisonment/incapacitation). However, a synergistic process allows regulators to move up and
down the pyramid with a number of enforcement options of varying degrees of punitiveness that
would theoretically lead to favorable public health outcomes while avoiding deleterious effects of

Figure 3. Integrated Deterrence and Labeling Theory model.

Measuring Deterrence and Labeling in PHLR
Deterrence
There is little argument that drinking and driving, and its related motor vehicle crashes and fatalities,
still remains a significant public health concern (Wagenaar et al., 2007). Therefore, it comes as no
surprise that the application of legal sanctions for drinking and driving are widespread, and sanctions
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have been imposed for multiple purposes including deterrence, punishment, retribution, and
incapacitation (Ross, 1982). As it relates to deterrence specifically, examples of legal sanctions for
drinking and driving include fines, loss of license, jail time, and associated large scale media
campaigns (Freeman & Watson, 2006). Three studies in particular have examined the deterrent
effects of penalties such as these at the individual (specific deterrence) (Freeman & Watson, 2006;
Piquero & Pogarsky, 2003) and aggregate (general deterrence) (Wagenaar et al., 2007) level that have
relevance for PHLR (see also Paternoster & Piquero, 1995; Piquero & Paternoster, 1998).
Using the following hypothetical vignette scenario among a large sample of college students,
Piquero and Pogarsky (2003, pp. 162-163) investigated the deterrent effects of varying penalties and
other components of deterrence (such as certainty and severity):
Suppose you drove by yourself one evening to meet some friends in a local bar.
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By the end of the evening, you’ve had enough drinks so that you’re pretty sure your blood
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alcohol level is above the legal limit. Suppose that you live about 10 miles away and you have
to be at work early the next morning. You can either drive home or find some other way
home, but if you leave your car at the bar,you will have to return early the next morning to
pick it up.
Regarding the certainty of punishment, the respondents answered the following question
after being presented with the hypothetical scenario, “If you drove home under the circumstances
described above, what is the chance (on a scale from 0 to 100) you would be pulled over by the
police?” The severity of the punishment was assessed with the following question: “If you are
convicted for drunk driving, you will not go to jail or receive a fine. However, your driver’s license
will be suspended for . . . . [either 1 or 12 months].” Furthermore, Piquero and Pogarsky included
measures of vicarious or indirect punishment experiences, which are also influential deterrence
concepts (Stafford & Warr, 1993), by asking the respondents to report the percentage of people they

knew who had ever been charged with drunk driving and the percentage of people they think had
driven while intoxicated on at least several occasions. Finally, the likelihood of committing the crime
was measured by asking the respondents to estimate on a scale of 1 to 100 the likelihood they would
drive home under the circumstances provided in the scenario above.
Freeman and Watson (2006) provide a replication and extension of Piquero and Pogarsky’s
work, where they recruited 166 recidivist drunk drivers who were all participants on a courtappointed probation order for a drinking and driving offense. These researchers collected a variety
of deterrence-relevant information measuring perceptions of legal sanctions, experiences with direct
and indirect punishment, and perceptions of the severity and celerity of punishment. The items in
Freeman and Watson’s Deterrence Questionnaire can be found below:
1. My penalties for drunk driving have been severe.

3. My friends often drink and drive without being caught.
4. Out of the next 100 people who drink and drive in Brisbane, how many do you think will
be caught?
5. The time between getting caught for drunk driving and going to court was very short.
6. My friends have been caught and punished for drunk driving.
7. The penalties I received for drunk driving have caused a considerable impact on my life.
8. When I drink and drive I am worried that I might get caught.
9. The chances of me being caught for drunk driving are high.
10. It took a long time after I was caught by the police before I lost my license.
In contrast to the studies reviewed above on individual-level deterrence, Wagenaar et al.
(2007) provided an empirical examination of the general deterrent effects of statutory changes in
DUI fine or jail penalties (for example, severity) on alcohol-related crashes in the aggregate across
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2. I drink and drive regularly without being caught.
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states. Focusing on mandatory minimum fines and jail penalties and using alcohol-related traffic
crash data from the Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) maintained by the National Highway
Transportation Safety Administration (2006), their analysis suggested that mandatory fine policies
appear to provide a possible general deterrent effect whereas little general deterrent effect was
observed for mandatory jail policies. These studies illustrate evaluations of deterrence-theory-based
laws at either the individual level (specific deterrence) or at the aggregate level (general deterrence).
There are a number of examples of how deterrence applies in areas other than drinking and
driving. For example, speed limit signs are posted in order to deter drivers from exceeding a safe
traveling speed. This deterrence aim affected a specific deterrent process for drivers who have
previously received a speeding ticket or a general deterrence process where they have heard of
others being caught and punished for exceeding the posted speed limit. The certainty, severity, and
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the degree to which the public health benefits of posting speed limit signs is realized.
Electronic monitoring devices for convicted offenders also have an inherent deterrent
element. Specifically, these devices make it more difficult (presumably impossible) for monitored
individuals to leave their homes/workplaces in order to offend. Thus, assuming that these devices
are properly operating and being monitored, any such deviation from the permitted areas of access
would result in an immediate alarm to the authorities (certainty). Following this alarm, the
probation/parole officer would then theoretically swiftly respond to the alarm (celerity), document
violation of the offender’s probation/parole, and return them to prison/jail (severity).
Researchers have also begun to study the relative weights of certainty, severity, and celerity
in effecting deterrence. A number of examples of reliable and valid measurement tools and scales
can be found in the following sources (Durlauf & Nagin, 2011; Nagin, 2010; Nagin & Pogarsky,
2001). Furthermore, systematic reviews and meta-analyses provide helpful resources on how to

measure elements of deterrence (Andrews et al., 1990; Cullen, Pratt, Miceli, & Moon, 2002; Cullen,
Wright, & Applegate, 1996; Howe & Brandau, 1988; Howe & Loftus, 1996; Klepper & Nagin, 1989;
Nagin, 1998; Nagin & Pogarsky, 2001; Pratt & Cullen, 2005; Pratt, Cullen, Blevins, Daigle, &
Madensen, 2006; Williams & Hawkins, 1986).

Labeling
There can be little argument that sex offender registration and community notification provides one
of the most identifiable and current examples of labeling in criminology. Although sex offender
registration is not necessarily a new idea (Logan, 2009), the universal requirement for convicted sex
offenders to register with law enforcement, have their identifying information posted on publicly
accessible, internet-based registries, and (at least in some jurisdictions) have community

2009) has presented a real-world experiment on the effects of such laws on population-based public
health outcomes such as sexual violence.
A growing number of studies have begun to question the effectiveness of universal
applications of sex offender registration and community notification policies due to their
misperception regarding sex offender specialization and recidivism (Zimring, Jennings, Piquero, &
Hays, 2009; Zimring, Piquero, & Jennings, 2007). Furthermore, research has identified a number of
collateral consequences for sex offenders as a direct result of having been labeled a ‘sex offender’
and experiencing the associated negative and stigmatizing effects of this label. For example,
Tewksbury (2005) collected information from a mail-based survey administered to offenders listed
on the Kentucky Sex Offender Registry and asked them about their experiences since becoming a
registrant. There was a wide range of negative experiences reported with the most common
experiences summarized below:
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Loss of job (42.7%)
Denial of promotion at work (23.1)
Loss/denial of place to live (45.3)
Treated rudely in a public place (39.3)
Asked to leave a business (11.1)
Lost a friend who found out about registration (54.7)
Harassed in person (47.0)
Assaulted (16.2)
Received harassing/threatening telephone calls (28.2)
Received harassing/threatening mail (24.8).
Considering such negative experiences, there is a high likelihood that any attempt at
reintegration and avoidance of stigmatization (Braithwaite, 1989) among labeled and registered sex
offenders would be difficult at best. Furthermore, such negative experiences likely lead to a
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related to re-offending. Efforts at reducing re-offending and recidivism mean creating conducive
conditions for successful societal reintegration. As such, the focus among supporters of this
rationale is less on the concern for these offenders internalizing the label and developing a deviant
master status. Instead, their focus is on the importance of re-integrative opportunities to reduce risk
factors and enhance protective factors among sex offenders in the community (McAlinden, 2006).
As a final note, laws on sex offender registration and community notification also illustrate
how a theoretically-integrated model may be tested. Specifically, as it applies in this circumstance,
the research question is whether these laws reduce rates of sexual violence (a population-based
public health outcome) by providing a specific (preventing sexual violence recidivism among sex
offenders) and general (deterring would-be first-time sex offenders) deterrent effect, while avoiding
unduly stigmatizing labeling effects and preventing the registrants’ successful reintegration into
society. However, recent empirical evidence on sex offender registration and community notification

laws suggests that the deleterious consequences of the labeling effects of these laws may be
exceeding the beneficial deterrence consequences (Sandler, Freeman, & Socia, 2008; Schramm &
Milloy, 1995; Tewksbury, 2005; Tewksbury & Jennings, 2010; Vasquez, Maddan, & Walker, 2008;
Zgoba, Veysey, & Dalessandro, 2010).

Challenges and Concluding Remarks
Theory, as the term is used in all social sciences including criminology, should be viewed with
modesty and constraint because, unlike physical science, theoretical ideas of causation of crime and
the quantitative and qualitative relationships between important concepts and constructs are not well
defined. Operationalizing and measuring the constructs of human conduct are far more
controversial and difficult than are usually encountered in our perceptions of the physical world.

relationships without necessarily providing an ability to accurately predict prospectively – very
different than what we have grown use to in the physical sciences. The intrinsic and complex
variability of the person and the social group casts observations and predictions into a very difficult
and challenging light. Although, we believe that as interdisciplinary approaches to the process of
data collection, measurement activities, and statistical assessment broaden, policy stakeholders’ sense
of integration will increase and likely yield the best opportunity to demonstrate the relevance of
criminological theory to impact practice and ultimately population health.
Finally, it is important to discuss the inherent tensions that often exist between crime control
and public health objectives that can present problems for PHLR and population-based public
health outcomes. Consider the tug-of-war that occurs between harm reduction strategies and
political agendas to look tough on crime. For example, “get tough” policies such as drug crackdowns
often produce a serious impediment to satisfying mutually beneficial crime control and public health
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objectives. Ultimately, academics, practitioners, and lawmakers should make a more concerted effort
in developing partnerships to design research programs addressing shared crime/public health issues
and draft and implement effective laws and policies that strike a balance between crime control and
public health objectives.

Conclusions
This chapter describes how theories and methods from the field of criminology, particularly
deterrence and labeling theories, can help to understand how law influences behavior and how these
particular legal mechanisms inform PHLR. Following a discussion of the effects of criminal and
non-criminal laws and a review of the theoretical frameworks for deterrence and labeling theories,
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we presented three causal diagrams that graphically depicted ways law can affect population health
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outcomes via the complex mediating mechanisms emerging from deterrence and labeling theories.
Examples of ways to measure and empirically examine these theoretical concepts were also
provided. Finally, we discussed the theoretical and methodological challenges that exist as well as
offering a series of recommendations and directions for future research for those interested in
examining public health effects of laws in light of prominent theories in criminology.
Relevant public health law and the research on its effects can both inform and be informed
by criminology. This mutually beneficial relationship centers on how each discipline informs the
theoretical thinking and empirical knowledge base upon which each relies to deepen their
contributions to public life. For example, each discipline shares a concern for health in prospective
thinking about policy. The very concept of deterrence in criminology is a prospective and preventive
approach completely consistent with the public health concern with prevention. Ideally, policy
directed at both criminal behavior as well as unhealthy behaviors are most effective when they

prevent the negative effects rather than having to deal with corrective ex post facto actions.
Furthermore, criminological ideas regarding labeling have important implications for generalized
patterns of behavior that can be elements in prevention policies. This is well illustrated by the
labeling efforts directed at tobacco use as a public health concern. Labeling unhealthy and anti-social
behaviors as unhealthy and undesirable are common mechanisms for both disciplines.
It is clear that the nexus between criminology and PHLR extends beyond these abstract
domains. The population of persons drawn into the criminal justice system bring with them serious
public health issues which are of importance and concern. For instance, this population exhibits
greater degrees of morbidity than the general population, and often is involved in higher rates of
unhealthy behavior compared to the general public. They are also less likely to have any form of
health insurance outside the general public assistance offered to the indigent. In sum, they offer

usual health delivery services available to citizens. Additionally, offenders’ motives favoring healthy
lifestyles, perceptions of self-interest, and similar individual psychodynamics may be radically
different from the typical population-wide patterns that public health practitioners often assume.
Criminological theory, data, and research help advance public health law and practices to improve
public health outcomes.
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